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QUESTION ONE (30 MARKS) 

a)  Describe any three benefits of Computer Networks.      (3 mks) 

b) Imagine you are a Network Manager of MUT, advice any three Networking Media you would 

use for each state the appropriate wiring application.     (6 mks) 

c) Using a diagram, illustrate repeater 5-4-3-2-1 Rule      (4 mks) 

d) Explain the functions of OSI Ref Model in Networking.     (3 mks) 

e) Distinguish the following terms 

i. Client/Serve and Peer-to-Peer Model.      (2 mks) 

ii. Circuit switching and Packet Switching.      (2 mks) 

iii. Connections oriented and connections less.     (2 mks) 

f) Highlight any five ways you can improve the security of Network infrastructure   devices. 

(5 mks) 

g) Explain any three functions of Networking Operating systems.    (3 mks) 

 

QUESTION TWO (20 MARKS)  

a) Neither the OSI Model nor TCP/IP model nor the protocols are perfect.  Discuss any four 

reasons why the statement is true.        (8 mks) 

b) Explain how the CSMD/CD works in an  internet Network.     (6 mks) 

c) Discuss any three LAN Topologies that can be implementation a Networking environment. 

           (3 mks) 

QUESTION THREE (20 MARKS) 

a) Write short Notes on the following terms as used in Networking 

i. OSI Ref Model           (7 mks) 

ii. Client/server Computing        (5 mks) 

b) Describe any four functions that are performed by a Network interface Card.  (4 mks) 

c) Explain four major issues that affect cabling performance.     (4 mks) 

d)  

QUESTION FOUR (20 MARKS)  

a) Describe the following terms as used in computer Networks. 

i. Altenuation 

ii. Noise 

iii. Protocol 

iv. Subnetting 

v. Baseband signalling              (5 mks) 

b) Discuss the TOP/IP protocol suite stating each function described by the individual layers. (10 mks) 

c) Using network devices illustrate how they breakdown collision and broadcast domains. (5marks) 


